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Introduction 

This report will be documenting a whole new restructure of Teesside University’s 

Wireless Local Area Network across campus. It will analyse the campus plan and 

document what networking is already in place at the university and use this to 

determine what will be implemented in each building across campus, with 

justifications as to why certain equipment, protocols, etc have been used. Due to the 

time constraints of the project, some of this may be assumptions. University staff can 

therefore tailor whatever is put forward to better suit actual building structures, 

number of rooms per building, etc.  

The report will also document what wireless network attacks the university may be 

vulnerable to, as well as discuss what measures may be put in place to mitigate 

against such attacks. It will also review the current policies in place regarding the use 

of Campus Wi-Fi and recommend any changes to these in conjunction with outside 

research.   
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Case Study 

With the ever-growing number of students attending Teesside University each with 

multiple devices connecting to the campus Wi-Fi, the Wireless Local Area Network 

(WLAN) needs to be stronger than ever but is struggling to keep up and remain fit for 

purpose. The Tower car park and student parking facilities are also becoming 

notorious for DoS (Denial-of-Service) attacks, flooding the network with traffic and it 

is suspected the network has been subject to parking lot attacks, with attackers 

setting up their own network via an unauthorized access point and fooling clients into 

joining it in an attempt to steal sensitive information. Due to IT staff being tied up with 

other issues within the university and the fact there is no security specialist within the 

department, it is an issue that has gone largely unsolved.  

As a freelance Network Engineer, you have therefore been approached by Teesside 

University and asked to design and document a new and secure Wireless Local Area 

Network that is fit for purpose. Documentation should discuss the coverage each 

building will receive, as well as what equipment, protocols, etc have been 

implemented, with justifications to back this up. Due to time constraints, the 

university will accept assumptions of building structure, no of rooms, etc for various 

buildings. What is put forward can be better tailored by university IT staff to fit actual 

building structures, etc. As much equipment as required can also be purchased – 

money is of no object. 

Documentation should also discuss the wireless network attacks that the university 

may be subject to, with methods in place to mitigate against such attacks. It should 

also review the current policies in place to determine whether they too should be 

restructured.  

The university would also like you to produce simulations of the network in action for 

at least two campus buildings via Packet Tracer to show what has been 

implemented. 
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What will be implemented? 

Access Points 

In order for university machines and external devices such as mobiles, tablets and 

laptops to connect to the university’s wireless network, Wireless Access Points 

should be installed in each building on campus to give enough Wi-Fi coverage on 

University grounds. Wireless Access Points are the central devices, often connected 

to a router or an already in place wired network, in which devices can connect to in 

order to form a wireless network. Compared to Range Extenders which stretch the 

coverage of a Wi-Fi router but must be placed where the router signal is strong and 

can only handle a maximum of 20 devices at a time, most access points can handle 

more than 60 concurrent clients at a time, with the ability to wander around a building 

with an uninterrupted connection to the network (Linksys, 2020). Access Points (or 

APs) also have the much stronger transmission range and ability to send and receive 

signals to allow high usage among different clients and devices and for clients to 

connect to the network many meters away from an access point. A multi-access 

point interconnection also allows multiple APs to connect to one another and for 

users to, in this case, roam campus with an uninterrupted connection to the network 

as mentioned previously (FiberPluc Inc, 2020). 

The Access Point chosen to be used for this solution is the Ubiquiti UniFi AC Pro 

Access Point. Ideal for wireless networks with a maximum range of 122m and 

allowing for up to 250 concurrent clients at any time, it offers 2.4GHz (Gigahertz) 

throughputs of 450Mbps and 5GHZ throughputs of 1300Mbps, assisted by spectral 

analysis which monitors for any channel interference between these frequencies and 

band steering which pushes clients towards the faster 5GHz channels. It also utilises 

the 802.11ac protocol, the most recent of the 802.11 networking standard which is 

five times faster than the previous 802.11n protocol and a weather proof design also 

introduces the possibility of implementing outside also (4gon.co.uk, 2020). The APs 

implemented will also be managed via the UniFi Network Management Controller, 

which allows administrators to control and monitor access points from a single 

interface (Ubiquiti, 2020).  
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Parabolic Antennas/Window Film 

As requested in the case study, it is also important to ensure that while all buildings 

on campus are covered fully in the wireless network plan, car parking areas should 

be avoided in order to prevent any possible attacks to the network where they have 

become popular hotspots to do so, flooding the network with fake data packets in 

spoofing attacks or sniffing network traffic in an attempt to steal sensitive information. 

The proposed network setup has a number of different ways to mitigate against such 

attacks, with the use of Wi-Fi Parabolic Antennas across campus being the most 

common of these methods. Wi-Fi Parabolic Antennas are devices which create long 

distance point to point links, which comes in handy for the size of the campus and in 

this case, used to redirect any Wi-Fi signals that may leak from buildings away from 

parking areas (BroadbandBuyer.com, 2020). 

The antennas chosen to be implemented across campus are the Ubiquiti AF-5G23-

S45 airFiber X Outdoor 5GHz 23dBi Radome Shield/Dish Antenna. Offering a 23dBi 

(decibel isotropic) of gain in a 378-mm diameter size to cover a reasonable amount 

of signal, this antenna offers polarisation for improved Signal-to-Noise ratio. As the 

antennas are outdoors, they can be placed close by car parks to redirect any Wi-Fi 

signals away from here and as the Access Points and Network Management 

Controller are both Ubiquiti also, this gives uniformity and allows the antennas to be 

monitored via the controller also (BroadbandBuyer.com, 2020). 

Some buildings across campus may have glass and window exteriors and therefore, 

this introduces the possibility to use RF Attenuation Anti Eavesdropping film where 

possible. This film uses radio frequency and infrared attenuation as well as added 

securities to accommodate for Wireless Local Area Networks to provide protection 

against possible attacks from nearby parking lots by providing added security to the 

local area network through shielding against Wi-Fi and Bluetooth signals signalling 

through glass, ensuring the Wi-Fi cannot be accessed outside of these areas 

(ARCWindowFilms.com, n.d.).  

RADIUS Server 

Implemented in the new network also will be a Remote Authentication Dial-In User 

Service protocol server. Often shortened to RADIUS, it is a centralised database 

used to authenticate users of the network and secure a network against 
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unauthorised access with an array of different options for authentication. One such is 

an “Access-Request”, where packets are sent to the RADIUS server to determine 

whether a user is permitted access to a system or specific service requested by the 

user. An Access-Request should always contain an encrypted User-Password or a 

CHAP-Password, as well as a Username attribute and either a NAS-IP-Address 

attribute or a NAS-Identifier attribute (DeKok, 2011). The server will then respond 

either “Access-Accept” or “Access-Reject” depending whether the details entered 

were correct or incorrect; the server will search for details from the received Access-

Request and if the entered username matches that of one in the database, it will 

return the “Access-Accept” response and if it doesn’t match at all, an “Access-

Reject” response will be returned, with a message stating the reason for refusal also 

possible (“Wrong password entered” for example) (Cisco, 2006). RADIUS can also 

support a number of different authentication mechanisms including PPP (Point to 

Point Protocol), PAP (Password Authentication Protocol) and the previously 

mentioned CHAP (Challenge Handshake Authentication Protocol).  

With the IT team operating from the Student Life Building, the RADIUS Server will be 

installed here so it can be managed in conjunction with the university’s other IT 

services. 

Network Bridge 

The use of Network Bridges will be paramount for the project in order to reach 

buildings not directly on campus, such as some student accommodation buildings. 

They are essentially devices that divide a network into segments and act as a filter 

for network traffic, deciding whether or not to forward traffic on based on factors such 

as the source and destination addresses and help improve network performance by 

reducing the number of collisions within a network (Geek University, 2019).  

In keeping things uniform with the chosen APs being Ubiquiti, the chosen Network 

Bridges are also Ubiquiti as we have chosen to use the Ubiquiti airMAX LiteBeam 

AC Gen2 Network Bridge LBE-5AC-GEN2. It offers many features such as 2.4GHz 

wireless management interface for ease of management, as well as a lack of 

cabling, an integrated design and utilises WPA2 security (Linitx, 2019).  
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Wireless Intrusion Prevention System 

Another piece of equipment we would like to purchase is a Wireless Intrusion 

Prevention System (WIPS). As the proposed network solution must consider Parking 

Lot Attacks and Rogue APs which could intercept network traffic and gain access to 

sensitive information, a WIPS device would be able to monitor the radio spectrum 

and analyse network traffic to locate and identify any rogue APs and wireless attacks 

to the network such as spoofing attacks, man-in-the-middle attacks or encryption 

cracking among others, then notifying network administrators about said attack, 

locate the perpetrator and log relevant data, while also launching countermeasures 

where applicable. Such a device can also pick up on areas of a network with weaker 

security or with out of policy configurations, offering an up to date protection system 

by providing an administrator with knowledge of how to protect the network without 

being an expert in security, an ideal tool for the solution considering the current IT 

staff at Teesside University currently lacks a security specialist as mentioned in the 

case study (Cisco, 2013).  

The device chosen to perform such a role is the WatchGuard Firebox T15 Wireless 

system. There are many benefits to using this as a WIPS device – it supports 

802.11n which the APs chosen run on and provides centralized management to 

simplify policy and network management, as well as a series of different tools to help 

identify and mitigate against security threats and trends (Guardsite, 2020). This 

device will also be installed at the Student Life building where the university IT team 

is based.  
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Possible Security Concerns & Solutions 

As mentioned, security is a key concern for this project and must be considered at all 

stages of the project. With parking areas to be avoided in the proposed solution to try 

and minimise any potential attacks to the network, there are other concerns that the 

university should consider too as well as the types of solutions they could use to 

mitigate against such concerns. 

Parking Areas/Rogue APs 

The biggest reason to avoid car parks is due to the Parking Lot Attacks it is 

suspected the current network has been victim to. This attack occurs when a 

perpetrator sits in a parking area and attempts to access internal hosts via the 

wireless network by intercepting incoming Wi-Fi signals and after so long, achieving 

the same level of access to current clients of the network. Since a Wireless Access 

Point can be deployed by anybody with access to a network connection, these types 

of attacks can also occur when an attacker sets up their own network via an 

unauthorized access point or installs an AP on a network’s infrastructure without 

consent in an attempt to gain access to sensitive information, fooling clients into 

joining said network to steal passwords and other sensitive data (Infosec, 2020). A 

rogue AP also introduces the real threat of other attackers gaining access to a 

network to use and abuse services connected to it. 

To mitigate against this, it is important to ensure that only authorised users are 

connected to the network – in the case of the university, this being staff, students 

and guests of the university with policies in place to ensure all APs are declared and 

that all devices connected to the network conform to set security policies (Thomas, 

2004). This will be covered in greater detail later in the report as the current policies 

in place in regard to networking at the university will be reviewed.  

As mentioned previously, the use of Parabolic Antennas and Anti Eavesdropping 

Window Film will also help stop Wi-Fi signals from campus buildings from reaching 

parking areas where such attacks are likely to occur, as well as the addition of a 

Wireless Intrusion Prevention System.  
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Spoofing, leading to Man-in-the-Middle & Denial of Service Attacks 

One of the most common security concerns to a WLAN is that of a spoofing attack, 

of which there are many different types but overall, are used to gain access to 

services by falsifying data such as pretending to be somebody else, masquerading 

their own identities to bypass security measures in place and cause havoc to a 

network by flooding it with traffic and Denial of Service or Man in the Middle attacks 

(Rapid7, n.d.).  

There are many different types of spoofing attacks however, such as ARP Spoofing 

– the process of linking an attacker’s MAC address to an IP Address of a targeted 

system on the network by sending false Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) 

messages over the network, thereby allowing the perpetrator to receive any data, 

including sensitive, that was meant for the targeted IP by sniffing passing packets 

and even having the ability to modify them, thereby performing a Man-in-the-Middle 

attack (Tripathy, 2019) without either the sender or receiver knowing.  

IP Spoofing is another form of these attacks, whereby a perpetrator disguises 

themselves by modifying their source address to make it look like a system at the 

other end think the packet is from a trusted source such as another computer or 

network. This form of spoofing is often used to launch Denial-of-Service (DoS) 

attacks, which overwhelms a network or system by flooding it with traffic via spoofed 

IP addresses until the targeted system cannot respond or simply crashes, preventing 

legitimate users of the network from accessing systems or other networking 

resources such as emails (Us-cert.gov, 2019).  

There are many different methods the university should use to mitigate against 

spoofing and the subsequent Denial-of-Service and Man-in-the-Middle attacks that 

often follow. While it is difficult for end users (staff and students using the network) to 

detect spoofing attacks, they can minimise the risk of falling victim to this by utilising 

encryption protocols such as HTTPS (Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure) which 

encrypts data and communications between a browser and website and works in 

conjunction with another encryption protocol, TLS (Transport Layer Security) to 

activate the HTTPS protocol and encrypt communications, doing so with a private 

key (which is controlled by the owner of the website and decrypts information from 
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the public key) and a public key (available to anyone that accesses the site) 

(CloudFlare, 2020). 

Further methods to mitigate against Denial-of-Service attacks include using firewalls 

and front-end hardware. These and servers configured properly, they will help 

prevent surplus traffic such as HTTP requests and ICMP Flood attacks, another form 

of DoS attack whereby an attacker floods a targeted device with ICMP echo-request 

pings designed to assess the connectivity between a sender and receiver (Netscout, 

2020), with front-end hardware able to analyse and screen data packets and traffic 

through the network, classifying this in order of priority (Norton, 2020).  

Wardriving Attacks 

Wardriving, or Access Point Mapping as it is also known, is another common 

wireless network attack performed by loitering around an area and mapping the 

number of access points across said area with a wireless network card and external 

antenna. This involves a perpetrator scanning nearby airwaves looking for a wireless 

network’s identifier (SSID) and while this can be used in a legal manner by 

professionals to find out information about a particular area or to mark any 

outstanding security vulnerabilities, it is more often than not used in a more malicious 

manner to pinpoint the weak links of a system, thereby allowing perpetrators to take 

advantage of such areas to gain access to the network and any sensitive information 

that may pass such as passwords and banking details as well as any files which may 

be shared across the private network. While the act of Wardriving itself is not illegal 

(simply scanning access points, though permission should still be sought from the 

appropriate authorities), it is the theft of the information and/or service and potential 

denial of service that often follows that is against the law (Hurley, n.d.). 

Again, the various measures put in place to avoid car parks can also help mitigate 

against this, since Wardriving attacks hence the name are often performed from 

within a vehicle, but other methods can also be implemented to prevent such 

attacks. Changing the SSID and not broadcasting it from a router will make these 

difficult to detect as well as other wireless encryption methods such as WPA 

Encryption, which uses the TKIP protocol (Temporal Key Integrity Protocol) and the 

AES protocol (Advanced Encryption Standard) as well as built in authentication 

support and support for a RADIUS server (central database to manage remote 
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users) to create secure WLANs. As mentioned, a RADIUS (Remote Authentication 

Dial-In User Service) server will also be implemented to maintain user profiles via a 

central database, with that itself supporting multiple protocols such as PPP. Network 

administrators should also filter what MAC addresses are allowed in the router, 

restricting access as a wardriver could pick up an address from traffic and try to 

emulate it (Anderson, 2020).   
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Proposed Network Design & Justifications 

This section of the report will detail the proposed network in full. As mentioned in the 

Case Study, the university will accept assumptions of building sizes, room numbers, 

what networking should already in place, etc as this can be better tailored by the 

University IT team to meet the actual structures and networking in place.  

Campus Map of Solution 

The proposed solution has been shown on the campus map with the following key: 

White Squares & a number – Access Points & how many in that building 

Blue Circles – Parabolic Antennas 

White Triangle – Network Bridge 

White Cylinder – RADIUS server 

Green Line – Eavesdropping Window Film installed 
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Assumptions & what has been implemented per building 

1 – The Curve 

• The Curve has 6 floors, of which there is a 150 seater lecture theatre on the 

bottom floor, where one Access Point will be placed. 

• The rest of the bottom floor is a social learning area. Two more access points 

will be placed here. 

• The entire first and second floors are strictly social learning areas. Two 

Access Points will be placed on each of these floors. 
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• The 3 top floors are large teaching and seminar classrooms. There are 8 

rooms per floor, so there will be an Access Point per classroom to ensure 

coverage 

• There is a visitor’s car park at the back of the building. Two Parabolic 

Antennas have been placed here to redirect signals and prevent any Wi-Fi 

access to these points 

Total - 31 Access Points & 2 Parabolic Antennas 

2 – The Library 

• The library has six floors with all but the bottom being used for study. The 

bottom floor hosts a café and a number of small offices so one access point 

will be placed at the café and two access points by the offices to ensure 

enough coverage (3 in total) 

• From Floors 1-3, there are around 200 university PCs on each floor. Taking 

BYOD devices into account also, 3 Access Points have been implemented on 

each of these floors (9 in total) 

• Floors 4-5 have less PCs so only two Access Points have been implemented 

on these floors, again taking BYOD devices into account. (4 in total) 

• The Library sits between the Centuria Building’s car park to the right of the 

building and the Student’s Union car park to the left, as well as a small visitors 

car park at the back of the library. To prevent leakage to such areas, one 

parabolic antenna has been implemented at the back and either side of the 

building. 

Total - 16 Access Points & 3 Parabolic Antennas 

3 – Student’s Union 

• The Student’s Union has 3 floors, with the bottom floor being a lounge and 

study area. Two Access Points have been implemented here 

• The first floor is home to a terrace, a 620-capacity bar and another lounge 

area. Four Access Points have been implemented here 

• The second floor is home to the Hub and a 1000-capacity day/night venue 

used for parties, receptions and other social gatherings. Six Access Points 

have been implemented here 
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• The Student’s Union short stay carpark is located to the right of the building. 

As the front and sides of the building front are glass, this introduces the 

chance to have Anti Eavesdropping Film on the right side of the building to 

prevent access to Wi-Fi from the Student Union carpark.  

Total - 12 Access Points & Window Film on the right side of the building 

4 - Greig Building 

• The Greig Building is the School of Computing building. There are around 40 

rooms on the bottom floor – mostly offices but also include 3 lecture theatres 

and an IT Server Room while upstairs on the first floor, there are around 25 

rooms – again, mostly offices but a few meeting and seminar rooms as well 

as the Admin Team Block.  

• An Access Point will be placed in each of the lecture theatres. As the chosen 

APs can handle 250 concurrent clients at a time, this will be more than 

enough coverage (Three in total) 

• There are around five offices in each corner of the bottom floor of the building. 

One access point in each corridor will be enough coverage to cover this (Four 

in total) 

• An Access Point in each of the four corridors should be enough coverage for 

these areas. Another AP will be installed at the Admin Block also (Five in 

total) 

• There is a Staff car park at the front of the building and the Student Union car 

park at the back of the building. Parabolic antennas have been installed at the 

front and back of the building to redirect any Wi-Fi signals away from these 

areas 

Total - 12 Access Points & 2 parabolic antennas 

5 – Europa Building 

• The Europa Building has three floors, where there are 3 lecture halls, 8 IT 

rooms and an Admin Team Suite on the bottom floor, and 12 IT rooms on 

each of the first and second floors 
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• Two APs will be installed in each lecture theatre. These are considerably 

large lecture theatres so will allow for the highest coverage for students 

bringing their own devices (6 in total) 

• One AP will be installed at the Admin Suite on the bottom floor 

• An AP will be installed in every IT room on the bottom, first and second floors 

(32 in total) 

• The Europa Building is a lengthy building with the Greig Staff car park right in 

front of it and the Student Union car park to the left side of the building. 

Therefore, 5 parabolic antennas have been installed - two at the front of the 

building and three at the left side 

Total - 39 Access Points & 5 Parabolic Antennas 

6 – Victoria Building 

• The Victoria Building has two floors, with two large offices on either floor. 

There will be an access point for each office (4 in total) 

• A large long stay car park is at the back of this building. Two Parabolic 

Antennas have been installed to divert any leakage away from here 

Total - 4 Access Points & 2 Parabolic Antennas 

7 – Mercuria Building 

• The Mercuria Building has two floors, with a dance hall and 2 offices on either 

floor. There will be an access point in each of them (6 in total) 

• A Network Bridge will be installed in one of the offices of this building to 

stretch the signal to Parkside Studios, which is off the main campus 

Total - 6 Access Points & Network Bridge to Parkside Studios 

8 – Olympia Building 

• The Olympia Building has two floors, with a 500 capacity sports hall & 

reception area on the bottom floor and gym areas on the top floor 

• Two Access Points for the Sports Hall 

• One Access Point for the Reception Area 

• Two Access Points for upstairs gym areas 
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• Parabolic Antenna at the front of the building to divert any leakage away from 

small library staff & visitor parking area 

Total - 5 Access Points & 1 Parabolic Antenna 

9 – Centuria Building 

• The Centuria Building has two floors, with 2 large lecture theatres and social 

learning areas on the bottom floor and 12 labs & classrooms on the top floor 

• Two Access Points will be installed in both lecture halls (4 in total) 

• Two more Access Points will be installed in the bottom floor social learning 

areas 

• An Access Point will be installed in every lab and classroom (12 in total) 

• There is also staff car parking at the north and south ends of the building. Two 

parabolic antennas will be installed at either side to divert leakage from these 

areas 

Total - 18 Access Points & 4 Parabolic Antennas 

10 – Business School 

• The Business School has 3 floors, with a café and two large lecture halls on 

the bottom floor and 6 classrooms & 4 seminar rooms on both the first and 

second floors 

• One Access Point will be implemented at the café, with two APs in each 

lecture hall also (4 in total) 

• An AP will also be installed in every classroom and seminar room (20 in total) 

• The Business School is nestled away from parking areas and therefore, no 

need to implement any parabolic antennas or window film 

Total - 25 Access Points 

11 – Clarendon Building 

• The Clarendon Building has 3 floors and is a building mainly used for admin 

work, with 3 large offices and 3 small offices per floor 

• Two Access Points will be implemented in each of the larger offices (6 in total) 

and one Access Point in each of the smaller offices (3 in total) 
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• Clarendon staff car park is right at the building front, which is glass. 

Eavesdropping film can again be used at the front of the building to divert 

access away from these areas 

Total - 9 Access Points & Window Film at the front of the building 

12 – Waterhouse Building 

• The Waterhouse Building has 3 floors. It is a relatively small building, with a 

couple of offices per floor and reflection/prayer rooms on every floor also 

• Three Access Points will be implemented on each floor 

• This building also faces onto the Clarendon staff car park, so two parabolic 

antennas will be implemented outside to divert access away from these areas 

Total - 9 Access Points & 2 Parabolic Antennas 

13 – Student Life Building  

• The Student Life Building has 3 floors, with the first two floors mainly used as 

meeting/socialising/working areas.  

• There is however a reception area on the bottom floor, a large IT suite on the 

first floor and IT services who are based here occupy the entire top floor. This 

is where the RADIUS Server, controller to manage APs and general 

management of the campus network are based 

• As it is mostly a social learning area across the first two floors, four access 

points will be installed on each floor to ensure the best coverage (8 in total) 

• One Access Point in bottom floor reception area 

• One Access Point in first floor IT Suite 

• Four more access points on top floor to cope with IT Services. 

• One parabolic antenna at the back of the building to prevent any leakage 

possibly hitting the Tower staff car park 

Total - 14 Access Points, 1 Parabolic Antenna & RADIUS Server 
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14 – Middlesbrough Tower 

• The Middlesbrough Tower has 11 floors. There is a cafeteria and social 

learning areas across the bottom floor and it is assumed there are around 8 

classrooms from Floors 1-10 

• An Access Point will be installed in every classroom on these floors (80 in 

total) as well as four across the bottom floor to cover the cafeteria and social 

areas 

• One Parabolic Antenna will be installed at the south end of the building to 

divert coverage away from the tower car park 

Total - 84 Access Points & 1 Parabolic Antenna 

15 – Constantine Building 

• The Constantine Building has 3 floors, with 8 classrooms per floor. 

• An Access Point will be installed in each classroom 

Total - 24 Access Points 

16 – Stephenson Building 

• The Stephenson Building has 4 floors, with 4 Engineering labs each on the 

ground and first floor, 4 science labs on the second and third floor and 4 other 

classrooms on every floor 

• An Access Point will be installed in each Engineering Lab (8 in total) 

• An Access Point will be installed in each Science Lab (8 in total) 

• An Access Point will be installed in every classroom (16 in total) 

• Two Parabolic Antennas will be installed at the back of the building to prevent 

leakage to the Tower car park 

• Another Network Building will be installed towards the back of the building to 

stretch signal across the road to the Teesside Central Quarters student 

accommodation 

Total - 32 Access Points, 2 Parabolic Antennas & Network Bridge at the back 

of the building 
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17 – Cook Building 

• The Cook Building has 2 floors, with 3 large workshops on the bottom floor 

and 2 IT Suites and 2 Design Studios on the top floor 

• An Access Point will be installed in each workshop, IT Suite and Design 

Studio 

• One Parabolic Antenna will be installed at the back of the building ot prevent 

leakage to the Printworks Carpark 

Total - 6 Access Points & 1 parabolic antenna 

18 – Foster Building 

• The Foster Building has two floors. It is a relatively small building with two 

large offices on either floor and is home to the University HR and Health & 

Safety team 

• One Access Point will be installed in each office, as well as One parabolic 

antenna at the back of the building to prevent leakage to Printworks staff 

carpark 

Total - 4 Access Points & 1 parabolic antenna 

19 – Phoenix Building 

• The Phoenix Building has 4 floors, with 4 IT Suites, 4 classrooms and 4 

studios on each floor and parking areas at the north and south ends of the 

building 

• An Access Point will be installed in each IT Suite, classroom and studio (48 in 

total) 

• The Building exterior is glass, so this introduces the chance to use Window 

film at either side of the parking areas to prevent leakage hitting these areas 

• A Network Bridge has been installed at the side of the building to stretch 

signal across the road to Education House 

Total - 48 Access Points, Window film across the front and back of the building 

& Network Bridge at the right of the building 
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20 – Education House 

• The Education House has two floors, with two offices on either floor 

• As it is a very small building, an Access Point will be installed on each floor 

Total - 2 Access Points 

21 – Orion Building 

• The Orion Building has 4 floors, with 6 classrooms per floor and social study 

areas across each floor too 

• It is surrounded by car parks, with the Tower staff car park at the left of the 

building, Phoenix car park at the back of the building and Athena Staff & 

Resident Student car park at the right of the building. One Parabolic Antenna 

has therefore been installed at the left of the building, one to the right of the 

building and four at the back 

• One Access Point has been installed in each classroom (24 in total) 

• Two more Access Points have been installed on each floor to allow enough 

coverage for the social study areas 

Total - 32 Access Points & 6 Parabolic Antennas 

22 – Athena Building 

• The Athena Building has 4 floors, with 6 classrooms per floor and a café on 

the bottom floor 

• One Access Point has been installed in each classroom (24 in total) 

• One Access Point has been installed in the cafeteria 

• The Athena Building staff/student car park is situated at the back of the 

building. Two Parabolic Antennas have been placed here to divert any 

leakage away 

• A Network Bridge has been installed at the right of the building to stretch 

signal across the road to Cornell Quarters 

Total - 25 Access Points, 2 Parabolic Antennas & Network Bridge on the right 

of the building 
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23 – University House 

• University House is a single floor building with two large offices 

• An Access Point has been installed in each office 

• University House has a small staff car park at the front of the building and 

Athena car park at the back. A parabolic antenna has been installed at either 

side to prevent leakage hitting these areas 

Total - 2 Access Points & 2 Parabolic Antennas 

24 – Aurora Building (Simulation) 

• The Aurora Building has 2 floors with four classrooms per floor 

• An Access Point will be installed in each classroom (8 in total) 

• One parabolic antenna has been installed at the back of the building to 

prevent any leakage hitting the Tower car park 

Total - 8 Access Points & 1 Parabolic Antenna 

26 – Printworks (Simulation) 

• The Printworks has two floors with two large offices on either floor 

• It is one of the buildings chosen to be shown simulated via Packet Tracer 

• An Access Point will be installed in each office 

Total - 4 Access Points 

27 – Parkside Studios 

• Parkside Studios has two floors with two large studios on either floor 

• An Access Point will be installed in each studio 

Total - 4 Access Points 

A – King Edward’s Square Accommodation 

• King Edward’s Square consists of two large buildings based on Albert Road, 

close to the Middlesbrough Tower & Clarendon Buildings. It is assumed these 

both have 2 floors with 8 accommodation rooms per floor 
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• One Access Point has been installed per floor in the corridors (4 in total), with 

a Parabolic Antenna outside the most Northerly building to prevent leakage to 

Clarendon Staff Car park  

Total - 4 Access Points & 1 Parabolic Antenna 

B – Woodlands Halls Accommodation 

• Six buildings based on campus between the Mercuria and Olympia buildings, 

five of which are slightly small in size and one larger one. It is assumed there 

are 3 floors with 4 accommodation rooms per floor for the five smaller 

buildings and 3 floors with 6 accommodation rooms per floor for the larger 

building 

• One Access Point has been installed per floor in the corridors of the 5 smaller 

buildings (15 in total) 

• One Access Point has been installed per floor in the corridors of the larger 

building (3 in total) 

• Two Parabolic Antennas per the three most westerly buildings to prevent 

leakage to Woodlands Student carpark (6 in total) 

Total - 18 Access Points & 6 Parabolic Antennas 

C – West Parkside Village Accommodation 

• Two buildings based opposite the main campus, next door to the left of 

Parkside Studios. It is assumed there are 3 floors on either building, with 6 

accommodation rooms per floor 

• One Access Point has been installed per floor in the corridors 

Total - 6 Access Points 

D – East Parkside Village Accommodation 

• Eight buildings in total also based opposite campus and next door to the right 

of Parkside Studios - Six small buildings and two larger buildings. it is 

assumed there are 3 floors on either of the larger buildings, with 6 

accommodation rooms per floor, as well as 3 floors with 4 

accommodation rooms per floor for the six smaller buildings 
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• One access point per floor in the corridors of the 2 larger buildings (6 in total) 

• One access point per floor in the corridors of the 6 smaller buildings (18 in 

total) 

Total - 24 Access Points 

E – Teesside Central Halls Accommodation 

• One large building based across the road from the Stephenson Building. It is 

assumed there are 6 floors in this building with 8 accommodation rooms 

per floor 

• One access point per floor in the corridors 

Total - 6 Access Points 

F – Cornell Quarters Accommodation 

• Cornell Quarters is on large building based opposite the Athena Building, 

where a Network Bridge was installed to stretch the signal across the road 

• As of this project, it is not yet complete but has a completion date of August 

2020. It is assumed there will be 4 floors with 10 accommodation rooms 

per floor 

• One Access Point per floor in the corridors 

Total - 4 Access Points 

TOTAL ACROSS CAMPUS – 537 Access Points, 45 Parabolic Antennas, 

Window Film installed in Student Union, Clarendon & Phoenix Buildings & 

Network Bridges installed in Mercuria, Stephenson, Phoenix and Athena 

Buildings 

Further Assumptions & Details to Note 

• For the purpose of this project, it is assumed that the routers already in place at 

the university utilise the 802.11ac networking standard. This is the most recent of 

the 802.11 set of protocols and while the 802.11ac standard is backwards 

compatible with previous 802.11 standards, the best performance will come from 

using strictly 802.11ac, which is five times faster than he previous 802.11n 
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standard and also the standard that the chosen APs across campus run by 

(Kelly, 2014). 

• It is also assumed that the routers will utilise WPA encryption, which uses the 

TKIP protocol (Temporal Key Integrity Protocol) and the AES protocol (Advanced 

Encryption Standard) as well as provide support for the implemented RADIUS 

server to centralise management of remote users as mentioned. 

• It is also assumed that a server utilising the LDAP protocol (Lightweight Directory 

Access Protocol) is already present. This protocol queries directory services 

running over TCP/IP and where clients create a TCP connection via Port 389 with 

an authentication session as a “binding” process, where users authenticate 

themselves by entering a username and password before the server will 

authorize this by searching for the user’s profile and other details (Cisco, 2019). 

The LDAP server will remain in place in conjunction with the implemented 

RADIUS server which can authenticate virtual machines via the LDAP database. 

• The current method of staff and students accessing the network will remain 

intact. This involves using their university email account and password to connect 

to the university Wi-Fi, keeping the network further secure by eliminating the 

general public from accessing the Wi-Fi and ensuring it is used only by those who 

have a right to do so. 

• It will be possible, however, for guests of the university to use the Wi-Fi at the 

University with a system put in place in cafeteria areas, where if they purchase 

something from the cafeteria, a ticket will be issued with log on details for the 

campus Wi-Fi, eligible to use for one day only. 

Network Simulations   

Diagrams of a couple of the buildings have been shown on Packet Tracer to show a 

rough simulation of the network. Firstly, is the Printworks building, which is a small 

building and has only four access points, which has been connected to two routers 

for the purpose of this simulation. The example shown here has end devices 

connected to each access point, with a ping from the Laptop0 to Router0 to 

demonstrate connectivity: 
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The second performed simulation is that of the Aurora Building, which we have 

connected to four routers for the purpose of this simulation. A ping from the Laptop0 

address to the router was again performed to show connectivity: 
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A Review of Current Policies 

The university has also asked that a review of the current policies in place in regard 

to use of the campus wireless network be conducted. The policies this report shall 

focus on is the IT Acceptable Use Policy, which sets out to ensure the university IT 

facilities are used in a safe and lawful manner and a Student Halls Network 

Connection Guide, which includes a Network Connection Policy that all staff, 

students and other users of the network must abide by but that is otherwise a guide 

for students living within the student halls on how to connect to the network. Both will 

be reviewed in reference to use of the wireless network and security, with details on 

how, if at all, they could be tailored or what could be added to suit the proposed 

restructure, looking at other university policies of a similar nature to compare. 

As mentioned, the Teesside IT Acceptable Use policy and Network Connection 

Policy are there to set out how IT facilities and the wireless network are used safely, 

with mention of the many laws within the policy that staff, students or visitors using 

the network is governed by including the Data Protection Act, GDPR, the Computer 

Misuse Act and the Copyright, Design & Patents Act. The Acceptable Use Policy 

makes many mention about the use of campus Wi-Fi and how it is used, such as 

authorization being required before one can extend the wired or Wi-Fi network with 

routers, repeaters, hubs or access points, which links with the Rogue AP risk 

mentioned earlier and one of the reasons the proposed network sets out to avoid all 

parking areas. It is mentioned within the Network Connection Policy that one may be 

subject to disconnection from the network if they disrupt network service in this way. 

The Acceptable Use policy also makes mention about bringing one’s own device, 

with the expectation that it has adequate malware protection and any software is 

properly licenced (this is also mentioned in the Network Connection Policy (Teesside 

University, n.d.)), with the university taking no responsibility for such any damage, 

corruption, loss or virus infection that may happen when one connects to the 

wireless network – it is done at the user’s risk. Finally, the Acceptable Use Policy 

also mentions that unauthorised monitoring, including Wi-Fi Traffic Capture, must not 

be done without express permission from the IT team – this covers a number of 

security concerns mentioned earlier such as Wardriving and Spoofing whereby 

perpetrators monitor network traffic and communications across a network to steal 
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information, which while they can be performed in ethical terms as mentioned, this 

outright outlaws doing so (Teesside University, 2017).  

One subject not mentioned within either policy is that of Access Points, such as what 

standards they should be running by, how new APs will be purchased & within what 

guidelines or any mention of keeping Access Points physically secured out of reach 

and out of sight (University of Birmingham, 2020). With over 500 on campus to 

manage, a section about APs could be included within one of the policies, with 

mentions also about ensuring all APs abide by national regulations, that they will 

only support the 802.11ac networking standard (which is backwards compatible with 

older 802.11 standards) and that any new APs purchased and installed are done so 

in conjunction with other university policies, with the network monitored on a regular 

basis to ensure any unauthorised access points are removed from the network. This 

again helps to mitigate against the rogue AP security concern previously, with 

network monitoring done so by the IT team with the Ubiquiti controller purchased 

(Staffordshire University, n.d.). While such a policy would be more aimed at the IT 

team managing the APs, it gives them a set standard to run by to ensure the highest 

service, as well as protect other users with tools to eliminate any rogue APs which 

may pop up.  

While the Teesside Acceptable Use policy makes mention of using one’s own device 

to connect to the network, as well as that the university has a right to track usage of 

said device to guard against any illegal activity. Some universities upon research 

have their own separate BYOD (Bring Your Own Device) policy, which elaborates on 

this further by noting that users of the network should familiarise themselves with 

their BYOD device and security features within it to ensure safety of not only their 

own information but university information too, as well as ensure the relevant 

security features are used and that the device itself is regularly updated to the most 

recent patch. The university should continue to monitor devices to guard against 

illegal activity as mentioned, but perhaps add that they have the right to prevent any 

device from access to the network or a particular system, as well as to take every 

appropriate step to retrieve any university owned information on said devices 

(University of Strathclyde, n.d.). The Data Protection Act should also be tied into this 

when considering BYOD on personal devices, with measures in place should a user 

of the network be found to have broken this act deliberately on their BYOD device.  
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Another subject that could be mentioned more in both policies is security, with a 

number of different measures that could be added to guard against mis-use of 

network resources. This includes outlawing security compromisable stations such as 

proxies or any other stations that breach any other university policy. Another thing 

that could be mentioned is the recording of relevant associations, such as a wireless 

client’s access point, authentication status and IP address, as well as other methods 

to ensure security including encryption of MAC addresses and that the 802.1x 

standard is used for authentication and authorisation if needs be (University of 

Glasgow, n.d.). 
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Conclusion  

In conclusion, we have put forward the most suitable Wireless Network solution for 

Teesside University in conjunction with assumptions made about the campus and 

current networking presently in place on campus. 

We also went over the equipment needed for the network, as well as detailed some 

of the security concerns the university should be aware of and put in place the 

appropriate measures to mitigate against them. 

Finally, the report has been complimented by a review of the current policies in place 

at Teesside University and offered changes to these where appropriate to work in 

conjunction with the proposed networking solution.  
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